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•  High-entropy data is hard to compress!
•  But, high-entropy data may be generated from a 

few simple generators

Is it possible to capture these generators 
while also capture “interesting” features?

How to compress high-entropy data?

•  Popular distance measure - MSE, SNR
•  Works fine for many applications (image, etc.) 

where data varies smoothly

•  Scientific data, sensor data? - random fluctuation 
(ex, power grid monitoring data)

Compression with state-of-art method 
ZFP

Trying hard to reproduce every peak and 
valley leads to unsatisfactory performance

Compression Quality Revisited

ZFP [1] compression ratio 7.5

ZFP compression ratio 9.14

•  IDEALEM (Implementation of Dynamic Extensible Adaptive Locally Exchangeable Measures) [2]
•  Preserve key statistical properties
-  Reproducing the probability distribution of original data, instead of every peak and 

valley
•  Which statistical similarity? - Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS test) in current implementation

Statistical Similarity Based Data Reduction Reconstruction Quality of New IDEALEM
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How IDEALEM Works
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IDEALEM Achieves High Compression Performance While Capturing Interesting Events

Original brain (EEG) data IDEALEM compressed data (compression ratio 106.6)

KS test
(distributional distance)

•  Initial IDEALEM was effective for stationary distributions, but real-world data are often non-stationary
•  Designed two methods for transforming non-stationary time series into locally stationary block
-  Residual transformation / delta transformation
-  Capture long-range trends in data and allow local variations to be compared through KS test

•  Values in bounded ranges are also considered (angles between 0° and 360°, etc.)

Extending IDEALEM for Non-Stationary Data

phase angle of electricity residual transformation delta transformation

Phase angle of electricity (0°~360°)

With residual transformation, compression ratio 56.56

With delta transformation, compression ratio 56.83

Compression Ratio of New IDEALEM

•  Yes, IDEALEM captures the “generators” 
as well as “interesting” features

•  IDEALEM compression ratios can be > 100
•  IDEALEM shows better performance than best 

floating-point compression methods such as ZFP 
and SZ [3]

Conclusions
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